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Whole Group Reading: This week, students will be reading and responding to My Rows and
Piles of Coins by Tololwa Mollel.  This story is from our schoolʼs reading anthology.  Students
will work to learn related vocabulary, and then respond in writing.  Then students will take the
reading comprehension and writing benchmark test, also from our schoolʼs anthology.

****************
Mystery Science: Third Graders are learning all about force and motion with
their new science program, Mystery Science.   The third activity we will try is also
focused on force and motion.  The information and activity focused on friction:
how to go faster down a slide.



************

Math: Students are working on finishing up the addition portion of this math
unit, and are now going to move on to subtraction.  We are also practicing our
addition and subtraction math fluency on Reflex.  Once we understand the
concept of multiplication and division, we will all move on to that on Reflex.

************

Writing: We are continuing to work on our memoir unit. Students are learning
how to write bumped up sentences, using vivid verbs, and are thinking about
the first chapter that theyʼll write in their memoir. Our mentor texts this week
include How to Write Your Lifeʼs Story by Ralph Fletcher, The Perfect Pet by
Margie Palatini and Bruce Whatley, Bunnicula by James Howe, and The Pain and
the Great One by Judy Blume.



************
Homework: This week’s homework packet includes spelling words to
study, independent reading to be logged, and a two sided math
practice paper. I encourage you to take time to support your students in
completing this math sheet.  It is not a test.  Some students may need the
word problems read aloud to them. The spelling test on these words will be
on Friday.  The reading log and the math practice sheet should be returned
on Friday.  The September Homework Choice Board, is due on September
30, 2021or October 1, 2021 (if any of the options are completed). Students
are also encouraged to play Circles and Stars (our multiplication game)
with someone in their household (this game was sent home in the Open
House packet).  If you like this game and want to play it more, you may add
it to the September Choice Board. Each completed booklet counts as one
completed assignment!  :)

*******

Thatʼs enough for now.  Please email questions, comments, and concerns to
mbakken@scotlandes.org.

Thanks so much for reading our newsletter!

Sincerely,

Meg Bakken
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